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1. Introduction 
Let L<P (E) and L'~' (E) be complementary Orlicz spaces on a (not 
necessarily finite or even localizable) measure space (.Q, E, p,) and assume 
that the Young's functions rfJ, Pare such that L<P (E) is uniformly rotund 
(or convex). It was shown in [5] that a "best" condition for this is that 
for each a> 1, there is a Ka> 1 such that rfJ'(au);;;.KarfJ'(u) and 
rfJ(2u).;;;;OrfJ(u), for all u>O, and some 0<0<oo. [Here and elsewhere 
rfJ', P' are the derivatives of rfJ, P which exist, a.e.]. If 5.8 C Eisa a-field, 
then the set of all 58-measurable functions in L<P (E), denoted by L<P (5.8), 
is a closed subspace. If 5.8n C E is a monotone increasing sequence of 
sub a-fields and ID1n = L<P(5Bn) is the corresponding sequence of subspaces, 
then for any X in L<P (E) ( =L<P hereafter) there is a unique Y n in ID1n 
such that IIX- Y nil= inf IIX -ZII, where 11-11 is the norm in L<P, (i.e., 
Z E linn 
IIXII =inf {K> 0, J rp (XfK) dp,.;;;; rfJ(l)}, and rfJ(l) + P(l) = 1). The operator 
Q 
P 18 .. : X-+ Yn, as shown in [4], is a closed (not necessarily bounded) 
projection in L<P onto IDCn and has many properties of the conditional 
expectation Ell:ln of probability theory, [2], and so Pll:l,. was termed in [4] 
a closed conditional expectation. The sequence { Y n, n-;;;. 1} ( = P1a,. X, 5.8,., n-;;;. 1) 
is a "closed" martingale, i.e., a martingale in the classical sense, [2], 
but with P1a,. instead of EfBn, It was shown in [ 4] that Y n -+ Y in norm 
and the question of pointwise convergence was raised and, except for 
the special cases X-;;;.0 or X.;;;;O, a.e., the problem was left open. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the pointwise convergence of a 
closed martingale in the general case and thus settling the question of [ 4 ]. 
More precisely, the following result will be established. 
Theorem. Let L<P (E) be a uniformly rotund Orlicz space on a measure 
space (.Q, E, p,). If 5Bn C E is an increasing sequence of a-fields, X E L<P(E) 
and{P1a,.X, 5Bn, n;;;. l} isthecorrespondingclosedmartingale, thenP1a,.X-+ Y = 
=P18X, a.e. and in norm where 5.8 is the smallest a-field containing all the 5Bn. 
The norm convergence was proved in [4], and the pointwise convergence 
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will be established in Section 3 below after g1vmg some preliminary 
lemmas in Section 2. Since the P<JJn do not coincide with E<JJn if ct>(X) *x2, 
the classical martingale theorems do not apply here. I have originally 
proved this theorem by first considering bounded X and then extending 
it to the general case. The present proof is an extension of the argument 
given by ANDO and AMEMIYA in [I] for the LP case, 1 < p < oo with t-t(f2) = l. 
I am indebted to Dr. T. ANDo for a helpful correspondence and for 
sending me the paper, [1], before publication. 
2. Three lemmas 
The existence of a closed conditional expectation P<JJ: X --+ Y E L4>(18 ), 
and its properties have been proved in [4], even when LtZ> is not necessarily 
uniformly rotund. In the general case, P<JJ also depends on X. Some 
properties of P '1J are listed below. [For proofs in the general case, see [ 4]. 
In the special case considered, namely that L4> is uniformly rotund, most 
of these properties are also immediate from the definition.] 
(i) P<JJ (aX) =aP<JJ(X), a.e. where a is a scalar, 
(ii) P<JJiwe=I, (identity operator) where we=L4> (18), 
(iii) P<JJ(X + Y) =P<JJ(X) + Y, a.e., Y Ewe, the we being the same as in (ii), 
(iv) P<JJ(XY) = YP<JJ(X), a.e., if Y Ewe and XY E Lt~>, 
(v) P<JJ1(Pj!j2(X)) = P<JJ1(X), a. e., if 181 C 18z. 
(vi) If X;;;. 0, a.e., then P<JJX> 0, a.e. 
(vii) If X is essentially bounded, then P<JJX is also essentially bounded 
and the support of P<JJX is essentially contained in that of X. 
[(vii) has not been proved in [4], but it is easy.] 
Even though Pf8 and the conditional expection E<JJ appear very different, 
there is nevertheless a connection between them. This is shown in the 
next lemma. Since E<JJ is not necessarily defined for every 18 C E if fl 
is not finite, it will be assumed only for this lemma that t-t(Q) = l. Also 
for convenience let ct>'( -x) = -ct>'(x), for x;;;;. 0. 
Lemma 1. Let X ELtZ> (E), 18 C E be a a-field, fl (Q)=l and E<JJ, P<JJ 
be the regular and closed conditional expectations in LtZ> (E). If ct>, 'l' are 
such that the bounded functions are dense in both LtZ> (E) and L'¥ (E), then 
(1) 
Remark. The condition on ct>, 'I' holds if both satisfy the L',z-condition, 
i.e., ct>(2x).;;;Oct>(x) and 'l'(2x),;;;:,O'l'(x), for x>xo and some 0<0<oo. 
Proof. Let Y =P<JJX, so that X, Y, X- Y E Lt~> and ct>'(X- Y) E L'P. 
The condition on ct>, lJ' implies, by [5], Theorem 2, that the norm functional 
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is strongly differentiable at every point except the ongm in both L'l> 
and L'F, i.e., if O#Xo E L!P[L'F], then J/Xo+tZJJ is differentiable at t=O, 
uniformly relative to Z in the unit ball of L!P [L'F]. Even weak (i.e., without 
uniformity above) differentiability is enough. From this (1) is deduced 
as follows. 
If X E L!P (?S), then X= Y, a.e., and (1) is true and trivial. So let 
X E L!P (?S) and X- Y =Xo ( # 0). Actually, in the above quoted result 
of [5], the following explicit expression for the derivative of 1/·11 is given: 
(2) (djdt)[I/Xo+tZI/]t~o= J Zl/J'(Xo)df.l, Z E L!P(?S). 
!J 
But by the definition of Y, 1JX0 +tZIJ has a unique minimum at t=O 
so that the left side of (2) vanishes. In particular if Z = XA, A E ?S, then 
XA E L!P(?S)[xA is the indicator of A, and f.l(A) < oo is used], so that (2) 
becomes: 
s l/J'(X- Y)df.l = 0, A E ?S. 
A 
Also f.l(Q) <= implies L'F C Ll so that by definition of the classical 
conditional expectation ([2], p. 18) it follows that 
0 = f l/J' (X- Y)df.l = f Ejlj [l/J' (X- Y) ]df.l. 
A A 
Since A in ?S is arbitrary, this is equivalent to (1), as desired. 
From now on 1-l is again arbitrary, and L!P is uniformly rotund. [To 
exclude trivialities 1-l will be taken to have the finite subset property 
on ?S1 C .E; this means, roughly, every set of positive measure has a 
subset of positive finite measure.] 
Lemma 2. Let ?St C .E, i = 1, ... , n, be an increasing sequence of 
sub a-fields and X E L!P (.E). If f E L!P(?S1) and bounded [so that Xf E L!P], 
and Xt=PmiX, then for any partition {A1, ... ,An} of Q, [i.e., At are disjoint 
n 
and !2= U Ai] with AtE ?Si, i= 1, ... , n, the following inequality holds: 
i~l 
n 
(3) 1/(X-XI)/1/>1/Xf- 1 /tXt/1>1/(X-Xn)f/1, 
i~l 
where /i = /xAt, and the norms in (3) relate to L!P. 
n 
Proof. Let Y n = 1 /iXi. Then Xn, Y n E L!P (?Sn). Since by definition 
i~l 
Xn is the closest element to X in L<I> (?Sn), and f E L!P (?Sn), the same is 
true of Xnf to Xf by (iv) of Pj!j. So the last inequality of (3) follows. 
Though the first half of (3) is intuitively obvious, since Y n improves upon 
X1/ in each L!P (?Si), i = 1, ... , n, by being the closest element on each A1, 
the formal argument seems nontrivial, and will be given. 
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Let do= IIXf- Ynll· For the first inequality, excluding the trivial case 
that X E L<P (>lh), it suffices to show 
(4) 
It is known, [5], that there is equality in the first part of (4) for certain 
classes of L<P spaces including the uniformly rotund ones. This will be 
used. Now, 
(5) 
From definition of P!Bi and the property (iv), of P 18 , it follows that 
X1.f1. is the closest element to Xfi in L<P ()Bi)· Hence (from definition),' 
d = IIXfi- P!ai(X/1.)11 <II X f.;:- fiP!BlXII = d'' (say). 
Now it is seen that 
(6) 
~ (/j(1) = j (/j(X!i-:!BiX!i) d#= j (/j(X!t-~~P!81X)d# 
/ <J(/j(xti-~P!Blx)d#. 
Since djdo is a constant and f in the above is arbitrary, (6) also holds 
if f is replaced by dffdo, and hence (cf. property (i) of P!B) one gets, 
(7) f (/j ([X- P!a;,X]f) d# < f (/j ([X -P!a1X]f) d#. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Substituting (7) into the right side of (5) it reduces to (4) and the lemma 
follows. 
The Y n of the above lemma have very similar properties to those of 
k 
Xnf, and they are needed. Let Yn,k= ~ /i.XnHwhere Ai E )BnH, i= 1, ... , k 
k i=l 
and !J= U Ai, and where /1. and Xn have the same meanings as before, 
i=l 
and k is an arbitrary integer. 
Lemma 3. With the same hypothesis as in Lemma 2, for any e>O, 
there exists n., suck that IIXnf- Yn,kll <e, whenever n;;;;.n. (and for any 
partition {A~, A2, ... , Ak}). 
Proof. By the preceding Lemma, the following inequalities are true. 
(8) dn= II(X -Xn)/11> IIXf- Yn,kll> II(X- Y)fll=do, 
where Xn=P!BnX, and Y is the strong limit of Xn, whose existence was 
proved in [4]. Note that here Xnf=P!Bn(fX), and use is made of the fact 
that Xnf-+ Yf strongly, which follows from the boundedness of f. Since 
12 Series A 
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nand k are arbitrary in (8), and dn--+ do monotonely (cf. [4]), the proof 
is finished as follows. 
If 1 > 11!711 > llhll and e> 0 is arbitrary, where g, heL~, then by definition 
of uniform rotundity of L~, llg-hll>e implies llg+hii.-;;;2(1-Cl,) where 
Cl,>O and Cl,--+ 0 as e--+ 0. Now let g= (X -Xn) f/dn and h= (Xf- Yn,k)/dn 
in (8). If do>O, then from the above definition, 
Since dn {. do and Cl, > 0, the second inequality is impossible for large 
enough n so that there exists n. such that n>n. implies IIXnf- Yn,kll <dne. 
If do=O, then by (8), II(X -Xn)/11--+ 0 and IIXf- Yn,kll--+ 0, as n--+ oo. 
Hence IIXnf- Y n,kll--+ 0 in this case also. This completes the proof. 
Remark. The above argument is an enlargement of that in [1], 
adapted to the present context. 
3. Proof of the theorem and complements 
It was already noted that Xn=P'i8 .. X--+ Y =P'i8X and that Xnf--+ Yf, 
both in norm, as n --+ oo, where m is the smallest a-field containing 
00 U mn. To prove the pointwise convergence of {Xn} it is to be shown 
i=l 
that, if Z = lim Xn- lim Xn, then Z = 0, a. e., or p, (Z > 0) = 0. In all the 
above preliminaries, f may be taken positive also. So with />0, a.e., 
(bounded and in L~ (ml)), it is seen that Zf=lim Xnf-lim Xnf· 
Consequently in view of the finite subset property of p,, Z = 0 a.e. also 
follows if it is shown that, p,(Zf>O)=O for each bounded (positive) f 
in L~ (ml)· 
Let 0 < e < 1 and (J > 0 be given. Choose n. such that n > n. implies, 
with Y n,k of Lemma 3 and any partition {A1, ... , Ak}, that IIXnf- Y n,kll <e. 
The partition {A~} and k (which were arbitrary in the lemmas above) 
will be chosen as follows. Let Al={IXn-XnHI/>Cl}, and in general, set 
At={IXn-Xn+Jif.-;;;CJ, i= 1, ... , i-1, IXn-XnHI/>Cl}, i=2, ... , k. 
k 
Let Ak+l = .Q- U At. Then Ate mnH, i = 1, ... k + 1, and using this 
i=l 
partition in Lemmas 2 and 3, the proof will be completed. 
Note that on Ak+b IXnH-Xn+Jif.-;;;2() for 1.-;;;i, j.-;;;k. Hence sup XnH-
l<;;i<;;k 
inf Xn+J<2Cl on Ak+l· Thus on .Q-Ak+b this inequality fails. This 
l<;;i<;;k 
implies that 
k U At C {IXn-Xn+ll/l>Cl or, ..... , oriXn-Xn+kl/k>Cl}. 
i=l 
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k 
,u{ sup Xn+d- inf Xn+d>2b}<,u{ ! !Xn-Xn+il/i>b} 
l.;;;i.;;;kl l.;;;i.;;;k2 i~l 
k 
= ,u{@ (L !Xn- Xn+il/i) > @(CJ)} 
i~l 
since (/> ( ·) is increasing, 
k 
= ,u{ L @[(Xn-XnH)/i]>@(CJ)} 
i~l 
since (/> ( • ) is symmetric and nonegative, 
k+l 
< ,u{ L @[(Xn-Xn+i)/i]>@(CJ)} 
i~l 
= ,u{@[Xnf-Yn,k]>@(CJ)} 
l 
< @(CJ) j@(Xnf-Yn,k)d,u 
e f"""(Xnf-Yn,k)d . """()" 
< @( CJ) D 'P !!Xnf- y n, kll ,u, smce 'P • IS 
convex and 0< !!Xnf- Yn,kl! <e< l 
e 
= @(CJ) . @(1). 
Now first letting k--+ oo, and then k1--+ oo, and finally k2 --+ oo one 
obtains (the interchange of the latter limit holds since the measure 
e@(l) 
< @(CJ) < oo), 
. e@(l) 
,u{ sup Xd- ~nf XnH/>2Cl}< @(CJ) . 
i~n t~n 
It follows that 
e@(l) 
,u{Zf> 2CJ} < @(CJ) . 
Now letting e --+ 0 first and then CJ --+ 0 in the above it is seen that 
Zf=O, a.e., as was to be shown. 
Note. The above procedure (and that in the proof of [4], Theorem 5) 
can be repeated word for word to prove the result for a decreasing sequence 
mn in .E, so that the result holds for any monotone sequence of sub a-fields. 
(If mn t and m = n mn, then take f, in the above proofs, to be in D~'(m).) 
Final remarks. As remarked in [4], the general study of closed 
martingales will be of interest. However, there are complications even 
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for some definitions. That the P'i8 must satisfy other conditions will be 
illustrated here. 
Recall that {Xn, 5Bn, n;;;;.l} is said to be a (classical) martingale on a 
probability space, if E'i8m(Xn)=Xm, a.e. for m<n, (cf. [2]). For the 
corresponding closed case consider {Y n, 5Bn, n;;;.l }, in either Lq, or even LP, 
(l<p<oo), where YmeL4i(5Bn), 5Bn t. Let {P~;:'} be the class of closed 
conditional expectations, as defined in [4]. Then by analogy, one may 
define a general (closed) martingale, if for any m<n, p~n Yn = Y m, a.e. 
m 
This implies then, for m<n<r, if 
P~T: Yr -+ Y n and p~n : Y n -+ Y m, then P~T : Yr -+ Y m· 
n m m 
Thus on a certain domain it must be true that 
(P~" P~T)(Yr) = P~T (Y,), a.e., m<n<r. 
m n m 
This property of the P'i8's is the "generalized semi-group" property 
in terms of NEVEU ([3], p. 338). There he obtained, for a strongly 
continuous generalized contraction semi-group, a result relating it to a 
(classical) semi-group from which other properties can be deduced. Thus 
the general considerations on P'i8's lead to these new conditions which 
must be kept in mind in such a study. 
Carnegie Institute of Technology, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
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